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Stamping the Passport
University of Kentucky Libraries as a Partner for Internationalization on Campus

Virtual Exhibits
Research Guides
Website: http://libraries.uky.edu/ip
International Interns
Exhibit: Alebrijes of Oaxaca, Mexico
Program: Chinese Musical Instruments: Then and Now

Connections
Community
Collaboration

College of Arts and Sciences Passport to the World Program

Events: Europe: Through the Lens: A Festival of Contemporary European Movies
Partner: Year of Europe Steering Committee

Exhibit: Indigenous Clothing: Huipiles
Partner: Dr. Francie Chavez-Lopez, College of Arts and Sciences

Blueprint: Russian Tea
Partner: UK Russian Club

Program: Chinese Acupuncture
Partner: UK HealthCare

Exhibit: Middle Eastern Passage
Collaborators: Dr. Ghadir Zannoun, Arabic Studies
Dr. Kamyar C. Mahboub, Civil Engineering

Resource: Online Book Club
Partner: Year of South African Organizing Committee

Within the University
With the Community

Other Collaborations

UK Libraries International Working Group 2015-2106:
Jennifer Bartlett, Jan Carver, Toni Greider, Adrian Ho, Jennifer Richmond